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PLAY HOUSE
BALTIC CIRCLE, HELSINKI
NOVEMBER 2016
A flat filled with dozens of people, drinks, food, music… and then what?
Play House takes place in a private house. The pre-registered audience members receive a text message short before
the event, announcing the address – and an individualized time slot for arriving.
The event looks like a home party from the outside, but there are a lot of parallel games going on. All of the guests
have to complete secret challenges. After completing a challenge, participants find one of the check points aka
YKON member to receive a new challenge and a voucher.
This evening shows how simple, low-tech game mechanics can radically alter how people relate to each other. The
four hour event welcomes suspension, deconstruction and reconfiguration with social interactions.
Play House was done for the first time as part of the Baltic Circle Festivals “Finland - developing country of social
relations” - program.

Re-examining social interaction at the Play House. The random bar was one element of
the Play House Set up located in the basement of a private home. The random drinks
could only be accessed through vouchers that were given out after accomplishing a
social challenge.

PLAY HOUSE
HELSINKI, 2016
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Participants were individually welcomed to the Play House—a safe space to
experiment with social interactions.
YKON, acting as host were the walking touch points. Players would reconnect with one of
us to move to the next stage (receive a challenge and a voucher)
A participant in action. Challenges were individual and kept secret.
A participant on a mission. The experience, even though collective was paced
individually.
Challenges varied in difficulty. Exchanges went from light to emotionally charged. The
trusted environment allowed for meaningful experimentation and experiences.
In anticipation – A participant conteplating her new challenge.

THE DINNER GAMES
HARAKKA ISLAND, HELSINKI
MAY 2016
THE DINNER GAMES was a 2-day workshop playing with the social format of the dinner and developing new
interactions around it. During the workshop participants developed a dinner format from scratch—this included
to create a menu, revisit and modify established notions of behaviors, develop new social rules, and redesign the
use of table hardware.
The elements developed during the workshop were tested during a closing dinner event on the evening of the 2nd
day. External guests visited the island to enjoy a menu of different courses and interactions.
The workshop was part of the professional development workshops for artists delivered by m-cult in context of the
transnational Collaborative Arts Partnership Programme and the Vastaanotto/Reception Triennale of community
arts.
The Dinner Games took also place in:
May 2016—Goethe Pop-Up Pavillon Breslau/Goethe Institut Breslau.
February 2016—Haus am Lützowplatz, Berlin

Confronting dinner conventions in unusual places and ways.

THE DINNER GAMES
HELSINKI, 2016
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One of the two parallel running dinner games (Dinner of the senses)
Plotting out the dinner journey
Hosted on a tiny island outside of Helsinki. Getting there on a boat was the initiation for 		
the dinner guests.
Going through past dinner moments. Participants shared their own experiences.
Production of the second dinner game.
Where you sit is not your choice.
”Start,” food, each course a new interaction, the table cloth tells dinner guests what the
next steps are

FUTURE OF SCHOLARLY COMMUNICATION | FORCE 11
WORKSHOP, MADRID
FEBRUARY 2016
YKON facilitated an international seminar about Future of Scholarly Communications, organized by Force11.
The workshop brought together thought leaders and new voices across disciplines and countries, in an inspiring
environment and lively format to rethink scholarly communication from scratch. The workshop procedure was
published in the open science journal RIO.

Looking into the future of scholarly communication

FUTURE OF SCHOLARLY COMMUNICATION
MADRID, 2016
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Closing in on principles from all perspectives
Voting for principles. They are gathered on the window front
3
Making the case, performing principles.
4
Speed date and musical walk in one
5
At one of the islands of possibilities, observation island
6
Speed date and musical walk in one
1
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ATHENS CONFERENCE OF UTOPIAN TECHNOLOGIES ETC.
AS PART OF ‘NEW BABYLON REVISITED’, ATHENS
NOVEMBER 2014
‘Straying’ no longer has the negative sense of ‘getting lost’, but the more positive sense of discovering new paths.
—Constant Nieuwenhuys, The Principle of Disorientation
Constant overlayed his utopian planned city, New Babylon, onto the extant modern city, imagining the possibility
of a human population at play—freed from utilitarian labor. Meanwhile the ‘ludic activism’ of the Provo
Movement engaged the urban terrain as political and absurdist tool. These speculative proposals gave room to
imagine something anew—making visible the potential for change within a given city or community.
Revisiting this practical utopian lineage and its playful engagement with the urban environment, YKON (FI/
DE), together with curator Angela Jerardi (US/NL), will host Athens Conference for Utopian Technologies Etc.
(ACUTE), an intimate 3-day conference in the center of Athens. This mini-conference will invite participants to
view and use Athens in novel and absurd ways. Game mechanics will provide the methodology for engaging with
the city and its existing sites and cultural infrastructure. By testing a range of provided tools (playful rules of how
to approach the city), as well as developing new ones in situ, the participants will add a new layer on the city. The
conference attendees will parasitically utilze and appropriate what is already there, offering a change in perspective
and new approaches to the city. Curated by Daphne Dragona and Sofia Dona

Group photo of ACUTE 2014 conference attendees in front of the National Library of
Greece in Athens

ATHENS CONFERENCE OF UTOPIAN TECHNOLOGIES ETC.
ATHENS, 2014
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A competitive adhoc display of in		
vented utopian machines
2
The conference kit with logbook, 		
badge, welcome letter, maps,
program etc.
3
The logbooks in action in urban space
4
The logbook entries functioned as
currency to compete on the last day
of the conference with other
attendees
5
A seat formation at the conference
center (they changed daily and
according to activity, yet always
corporate)
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YKON UTOPIAN DEVICES & REALITY TECHNOLOGIES
CAFA BIENNIAL, BEIJING
FEBRUARY-APRIL 2014
Utopian Devices & Reality Technologies is a DIYU (Do It Yourself Utopia) journey through Utopian quests with
the mission to assemble and create your own Utopian Device. By playing through the quests players will gain a
new spectrum of how to experience the biennial and themselves. They will discover how a shift in perception can
enhance their senses. The six Game Islands were placed within a vaster play grid conceptualized by experimental
Jetset. Curated by Angela Jeradi

Installation view. Six square game islands with instructions and props such as for example a
swivel bar stool, plants, picture frames, a taped grid, stools and tables, vases, chop sticks,
etc. The grid is provided by experimental jetset.

YKON UTOPIAN DEVICES & REALITY TECHNOLOGIES
CAFA BIENNIAL | BEIJING, 2014
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School classes were guided through the islands for the ultimate suversive experience
In use. The game islands were frequented continuously by young and old visitors over the
course of three months
At the Identity Mixer you can have your identity mixed up. Proceed accordingly.
Swivel on the swivelchair to discover where you are at. The Spaceshifter helps you image
to be in someone’s home, in a mental hospital, a spaceship etc.
Lost in observation on the Observation Deck

SUMMIT OF PRACTICAL UTOPIAS
BRIONI, CROATIA
SEPTEMBER 2013
The Summit of Practical Utopias is a long-term project (2003-2013) by YKON. The summit gathered 35
activists, artists, game designers, researchers and visionaries on the island of Brioni, President Tito’s former summer
residency in the Croatian Adriatic Sea. The three-day Summit took the form of a reality game where game rules,
rather than summit conventions, defined the interactions between the ‘players’. The Summit of Practical Utopias
was born out of the legacy of The First Summit of Micronations, held in Helsinki in 2003. Kings, presidents and
representatives of ‘self-made’ countries. However, the question of how the imaginative and experimental politics
of micronations could be turned into a radical transformative force, how micronations could behave as ‘agents
of change’ required further elaboration. The delegates of the Helsinki summit therefore unanimously voted to
reconvene and Brioni was suggested as a suitable location for this next gathering. A decade later, The Summit of
Practical Utopias sought to elaborate and extend the possibilities of this initial meeting.
ykon.org/timeline.html

Tito Museum on Brioni Island, Croatia. The Summit of Practical Utopias was organized in
collaboration with Drugo More from Croatia and in dialog with Electra Productions from the
UK.

SUMMIT OF PRACTICAL UTOPIAS
BRIONI 2013
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Arrival of the 50 Summit particpants to Brioni Island
Interaction between partcipants was facilitated by game rules
The summit explored the possibilities for projects that are both Utopian and Practical
Most of the Summit/Game took place at the Castrum, an ancient village at the sea
“Embedded” journalist Richard Thomas (Resonance FM) interviewed participants at the Tito
Museum
Group photo at Titos private island, usually closed for “ordinary” humans

NEWS TRANSFORMATION AGENCY
MEDIA FACADE FESTIVAL, HELSINKI
AUGUST 2012
What if we could experience daily news in a more personal way – and script a different future while doing so? The
News Transformation Agency is YKON’s latest project. This project approaches the overwhelming aspect of global
news as a potential platform for civic action – for local, emotional and transformative standpoints. News Transformation Agency kicked of as an open workshop, at a temporary, pop-up news office at Lasipalatsi gallery. During
the workshop, participants worked with YKON to filter and analyze breaking news, to transform them into ones
with local relevance, remixing, visualizing and creating alternate realities. This thought provoking experience provided a completely new perspective to the world of the news. The news were broadcast in public spaces at the live
News Show during the Night of the Arts and specially tailored newsreels appeared on urban screens at Lasipalatsi
Square and the Culture Tram.
http://www.newstransformationagency.org/

Transforming news. scripting futures.

NEWS TRANSFORMATION AGENCY / MEDIA FACADE FESTIVAL
HELSINKI, FINLAND - AUGUST 2012
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The News Show during the Night Of The Arts
Editors in Chief at the News transformation Agency
3
Public announcement at Lasipalatsi
4
The Media Facade displays the recently transformed news
5
The News Show
6
Working at the Agency day and night to shift realities and transform the news
1
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SPACE RESIDENCY LONDON
MAY-JUNE 2012
YKON will be hosted by the new international residency program Permacultures run by London based arts
organization SPACE. A goal is to map current practical utopias related to London or the UK. YKON will also
develop a new dedicated website for the groups gaming activities. For this occasion and for the final event we
developed a new game, called Utopian Bingo. During the public event that was dedicated to midsummer and
practical Utopias we also exhibited YKON devices and built a tent sauna.

Cleansing experience with YKON

UTOPIAN BINGO & MIDSUMMER
LONDON, UK - MAY AND JUNE 2012
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Grid for Utopian Bingo
During the final Bingo Battle
3
Discussion the categories: economy, education,
technology, archtecture etc.
4
A player using one of our supporting devices to
generate practical Utopian initiatives
5
Preparing for the Utopian Bingo, players use
devices such as the phone joker, the dart board,
the oracle or the market place to trade ideas
1
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YKON GAME
2009–ONGOING
The YKON Game was developed in 2009 and is a collective attempt to alter the World. Its development was
inspired by Buckminster Fuller´s World Game, but instead of focusing on known problems, YKON Game seeks
to uncover novel scenarios, ideas, problems and solutions that have not yet been considered.
The game has evolved and changed over time, and applied to different situations and conditions. It has been
played at art festivals, as an interactive exhibtion, as a summit, and within educational contexts.

Communikey Festival, Boulder 2012, Do not disturb - Utopias in the making

YKON GAME
VARIOUS LOCATIONS 2009–PRESENT

Reykjavik 2009–Reporting back to the now
Reykjavik Art Museum 2009
3
		Brut, Vienna 2012– Top view of the Game field
4 		
8th Mercosul Biennial, Porto Alegre 2011– Using
		the Idea Transformer to process unconventional
		utopian ideas into concrete actions
5 		
Brut, Vienna 2012 – Developing variations from
		basic ideas and turning them into concrete
		actions
6 		
37 Manifestos, Berlin 2011 – The YKON Game
		presented within an exhibition format with 4
		interactive play stations. Visitors can interact
		with these and experience elements from the
		Game individually
1		
2 		

YKON GAME
VARIOUS LOCATIONS 2009–PRESENT
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Brut, Vienna 2012 – During intense Idea
generation
37 Manifestos, Berlin 2011 – Players use images
from the ground to introduce themselves
Communikey Festival, Boulder 2012
8th Mercosul Biennial, Porto Alegre 2011 – Daily
games inside the geodesic dome, constructed

5

6

specifically for the YKON Game, marking the
central educational site of the Biennial.
Idea Transformer – Game device to push ideas
out of the comfort zone and into actionable
steps
Brut, Vienna 2012 – Presenting the first ideas

YKON GAME
VARIOUS LOCATIONS 2009–PRESENT
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37 Manifestos, Berlin 2011– Watching
the Game trailer to get into the mood for
changing the future
DMY, Berlin 2011– information Area at
Tempelhof Berlin / YKON Game was
nominated for the DMY Jury Award 2011
Communikey Festival, Boulder 2012
8th Mercosul Biennial, Porto Alegre 2011–
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Interior view of the play space. The
Game is played day and night time
Personality Modification Device – first step
step towards change is the experience of
its possibility
Bauhaus Archiv, Berlin 2011
DMY, Berlin 2011 – Instant visualisation of
ideas

YKON CV
YKON was founded in the year 2003 in order to organize the first summit of micronations. Ykon is an artist collective
with a key interest in Practical Utopias, Alternative Nations, participation and the production and dissemination of
knowledge about these fragile entities by means of co-operation and collaboration between the arts and all other fields
of study. YKON members are dedicated and committed to facilitate curiosity about utopian productions and designs
to shape societies and futures by fusing groups. YKON members have academic backgrounds in art, film, design,
game-design, theory and philosohpy. Ykon-Members are: Tellervo Kalleinen, Oliver Kochta-Kalleinen, Christina Kral,
Tomas Träskman, Pekko Koskinen, and Sauli Anetjärvi.

SELECTED EXHIBITIONS AND EVENTS
2016

The Dinner Games | New York City
Play House | Baltic Circle, Helsinki
The Dinner Games | Workshop | Harakka Island, Helsinki
The Dinner Games | Goethe Pop-Up Pavillon Breslau, Poland
Open Bingo | ngbk, Berlin
The Dinner Games | Haus am Luetzowplatz, Berlin, Germany
Future of Scholarly Communication | Workshop | February 26-27, Madrid

2014

Utopian Devices & Reality Technologies | 2nd CAFA Biennial | Beijing, China
The Bioni Remixes | Muu Gallery | Helsinki, Finland
Athens Conference of Utopian Technologies Etc | Athens, Greece

2013

Summit of Practical Utopias | Brioni, Croatia

2012

Forms of Participation | Shedhalle, Zürich, Switzerland
News Transformation Agency | Media Facade Festival & Night Of The Arts | Helsinki, Finland
Baltic Games | Künstlerhaus BRUT, Vienna, Austria
YKON Game | Communikey Festival, Boulder, USA
Utopian Bingo | Space Gallery, White Building, London

2011

8th Mercosul Biennal | Porto Alegre, Brazil
DMY Jury Selection 2011 | Bauhaus Archiv Museum für Gestaltung, Berlin
37 Manifestos | Berliner Kunsthalle e.V., Forum Factory, Berlin, Germany
DMY Festival | Berlin, Germany
The Return of the Losers | Kalmar Konstmuseum, Sweden
YKON Game | Bauhausarchiv, Museum für Gestaltung | Berlin, Germany

2010

YKON Game | Mal Au Pixel, EOF GALLERY, Paris, France
The 2013 Brioni Summit | Preview | Dubrivnic, Helsinki, Finland

2009

THE YKON GAME V.06 | Reykjavik Art Museum, Iceland
subvision festival. | öffentlicher Raum, Hamburg, Germany
2nd Athens Biennale “Heaven” | Athens, Greece
Happy Together | Tallin Art Hall, Estonia

2008

ART GOES HEILIGENDAMM. ART GOES PUBLIC | öffentlicher Raum Rostock
Ykon Game v.01 | Lens Politica, Helsinki, Finland
YKON presents Future Game with Medard Gabel | Kunsthalle Helsinki
4. Triennale zeitgenössischer Kunst Oberschwaben | Zeppelin Museum, Friedrichshafen
Transmediale.08 | Haus der Kulturen der Welt, Berlin

2007

News from the upside Down | Palais de Tokyo, Paris, France
Mal au Pixel Festival | Paris, France

2006

Dreamlands Burn | Mücsarnok Kunsthalle Budapest, Hungary
Naked Life | MOCA Taipei, Taipeh, Taiwan
Schute Galerie | für Landschaftskunst, Hamburg
Singapore Biennale 2006 | Singapore
Micronation Travelling Agency | Sparwasser HQ, Berlin, Germany

LECTURE, SCREENINGS, EVENTS
2015

2012

Black Mountain – Educational Turn and the Avantgarde Hamburger Bahnhof, Berlin
Play as Commons, Transmediale, Berlin, Germany
2015 OPEN BINGO - Launch of the Open Campus of the Art University Helsinki
Boulder University | lecture Boulder, Colorado
International Design Week & Interaction Design Workshop | Workshop Split, Croatia

RESIDENCIES
2012
2009
2006

Permacultures, Space Studios, London, England
SIM-Residency Program, Reijkjavik, Iceland
Sparwasser HQ, Berlin, Germany

WWW.YKON.ORG
INFO@YKON.ORG

